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PRESS RELEASE

The entry hall as the “calling card 
of the living space”

An often overlooked but actually essential room in every house and apartment 

is the entry hall. It is the first thing that you notice when you come home. It 

should feel inviting and cosy while also offering storage space for shoes, jackets, 

coats and umbrellas. That’s why the right furnishings are so important. An 

inviting reception space combines the beautiful with the practical. At TEAM 7, 

this combination is particularly valued. By using solid wood, the room appears 

inviting and warm; at the same time it reveals a sophisticated functionality that 

can be customised for each individual space. 

The hi! side table is an especially good choice in the entrance area. It gets its 

enormous stability from three legs made of solid wood, which are attached with 

cross-lap and mortice and tenon joints. There is a clever expansion option where 

the base element extends beyond the edge of the table top so the convenient 

matching shoehorn can be attached to it. It is also possible to connect an LED 

lamp that pleasantly illuminates the entry hall. 

In addition to the hi! side table, the haiku wall panel is another essential item 

in the entry hall. This versatile wall panel offers numerous variations to create 

attractive designs even in narrow entry spaces. If haiku is planned as a mirror, it 

is possible, for example, to attach a rail in the wooden frame which a key tray can 

be mounted on. If a coat rack is desired, hooks can be attached on the solid wood 

panel. A combination of the two is also an option. Regardless of which variant is 

desired, the wall panel can always be furnished with a convenient storage shelf.

haiku combined panel

hi! side table variations
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TEAM 7 offers a comprehensive solution with its cubus pure. The ideal entry hall 

for the home can be selected from a variety of options. Adjusted to the size of the 

entry space, personal taste and individual needs, cubus pure optimally organises 

the often limited entry hall. The elegant fronts made of solid wood are combined 

with a fine frame made of glass available in various colours. They all have one thing 

in common – from the first moment, they welcome both occupants and guests with 

a pleasant and inviting atmosphere.

haiku entry hall with cubus 

pure flip-open shoe cabinet

hi! with shoehorn


